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About This Game

In PITCH-HIT: BASEBALL you can can your own hits, break stuff with baseballs, and so much more! Unlock each new level
and try to top your own high score or the high scores from people around the world with our online leaderboards! Choose how
you want to bat with our 3 pitching modes. T-BALL, Pitcher, and Self-Pitch! Visit the SPACE level to experience Baseball in
low gravity! Other levels include HOOPS, DUCKS, CATCH, JUGGLE, RAMPAGE and HOMERUN DERBY. Fun for all

ages!

SUPER-REAL Physics!

Multiple Levels and Challenges!

Multiple Pitching Modes!

Multiple Bat-Holding Modes!

Point based and Survival based levels!

Online and Local Leaderboards for every level!

Works with 1 or 2 controllers!
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Works with Vive Tracker and HTC Racket accessory

MULTIPLAYER coming soon!
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Title: PITCH-HIT: BASEBALL
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
JJ Castillo, Greg Tamargo, Fox Buchele
Publisher:
Viewer Ready
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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pitch hit run baseball tysons. baseball pitch hit bird. pitch hit run baseball mclean. baseball hit by pitch hits ground first. baseball
pitch hit batter. baseball pitch hit run competition. pitch hit run baseball studio. baseball pitch hit a bird. pitch hit baseball

steam suggested me this

video was nice and explodey, installed

wtfIdonteven.gif

cannot understand menu,
need to read all the things
before actually getting into a game

did mistake of closing goal mission, cannot find it anymore

there is a city, no idea how to fly, not even reached the game proper

uninstalled. My initial impressions of the game were not that positive. The grapchis are okay but the interface isn't great, even
how to save\/load a game too me a bit of time to figure out. Also, although it seems like a very minor point, I didn't like the
appearance of the text that is used to indentiy items, it seemed very "computerish", which lessened the immersion factor.

If you have a less than positive initial impression of the game, I would recommend that you try and work past that and continue
playing. It does become enjoyable once you get use to everything. After a couple of hours of gameplay I started to really enjoy
the game.. got the game from a bundle, its like 15 cent. 3 cards dropped so it basically pays for itself.
Game last for about 30 minutes.
Still worth purchasing (from a bundle of course). 7/10. Had more than £12 worth of enjoyment out of this game. The reload
mechanics and precision that you can achieve is really well executed. Everyone who has come to have a go on the Vive has been
really impressed by what is still a game mid development.

The new maps and weapons are good fun - looking forward to seeing what will come next, if it happened to be nothing I
wouldn't feel cheated.

I really cant see why people are giving this bad reviews, just a really good zombie shooter, that can easily scare the cr*p out of
you.

My only complaint is the big mutant zombie on the first map but that is personal taste - I prefer a classic zombie.. As a
swashbuckling archaeologist, unlock the mystery of the ancient ruins that have been hidden for centuries and discover a
mysterious artifact, a gold and metal shelled Ball.

The Ball is a first person puzzler somewhat similar to Portal and The Talos Principle. You might be an archeologist, not very
swashbuckling one though. In the ruins below you find a gun that helps you control The Ball, you can either hit it with force or
call it to you, magnet-like. I mentioned Portal and Talos Principle, both amazing games. Unfortunately The Ball is not on this
level, it's not a bad game but it's also not a good one.

The visuals don't matter much for me in a puzzle game, so despite it's rough look I really wanted to enjoy this game, but the
puzzles are ok-ish at best. And then there are enemies, that you have to kill by rolling the ball over them. They are not
problematic and even if they somehow manage to kill you the respawn point is usually nto far away, but they are annoying. And
then there are boss fights. Yes, boss fights. And these vary from very annoying to even more annoying. The game is cheap and
might have a few minutes of good fun in it, but it's just not worth the money and/or time.

I liked:
* some puzzles

I disliked:
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* having to fight enemies in a puzzle game
* boss fights
* halfway through you see all the game has to offer

Get this if:
* you love first person puzzles and you have nothing else to play

Don't get this if:
* you expect an interesting first person puzzler. they are good for standing out from all the foster myself inculded. Hellooo

I played around 1 hour plus. The evironment graphic is good considering it in such early access. The mechanics of the game
could do some improvements, to really make it a great experience for 1st time user i believe. I have also noticed the Devs
released patches/updates really fast, which is really good in terms of their responsiveness.
I have streamed my first experience with the game , some thoughts/minor bugs. Will do another one.
Link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNYLkr0BxQw&spfreload=10

Overall, a good experience/start for an early access game. Look forward to more updates/improvements!
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Note: This is a guide AND review. If you don't want a full guide, just skip this review and go to a different one. And if buying
this game, please read the full review! I want to you have a good experience in this game.

So, if you want this game, I want to tell you, there are some downsides and tricky controls. I do recommend this game only if
you know the controls, so I will tell you them. First off, moving / walking. To those players, this game is not available with
arrow keys. Arrows keys (and the mouse) move the camera. Use W A S D to walk / drive around. Now, to getting / making a
car. When you are at a door of an editor, you want to press E on the orange dot. This brings you inside the editor. Now, look at
all of these buttons! What do I do? There's so many! First, you should go and press the vehicles / files button. This is at the top
left corner of the screen. It looks like a folder. Read the captions while hovering your mouse over them, and you'll find it. Now
click it. There should be some cars in it already. Click one of your desired vehicles, and click the "open" button. Now, you want
to press the button at the top right corner of the screen that looks like a Lego car. Now, you have spawned a car. Go and drive
around to get the feel of this vehicle. If you don't like it, just repeat what I said earlier.

Now to editor controls.

So, I've already told you about getting a car, walking around, driving etc. Now you should try building a car. First, you should go
to the 1s / flat brick folder at the left side of the editor. It should show a 4x(something) plate. Get the longest one (not flat,
keeping the studs). Now, to paint it, there is a white box thing at the right side of the editor. Click that and choose a colour.
Now, get out of the 4x(something) folder and go to axles. It should show a Lego styled axle as the folder picture. Choose a 2x4
axle. It's like your average 4 stud long 2 stud wide Lego brick, but shorter. Put that somewhere on the plate you placed at first,
and press C once you place that one. Now since you have pressed C, it copied that axle brick. Move that other axle brick to the
back of the base plate. Now, the tricky part. Making the axles work. Just keep the original coding on for now, but make sure
theres an arrow on each axle facing the other blue arrow in front of the base plate. Select the front axle, and click the steering
angle thing. Type in 35 or 45. I prefer 35, but you can go as high / low as you want. Now, choose an engine. Once again, get out
of the axles folder, and click a thing that looks like an engine. Choose an engine, and place it somewhere on the base. Then, get
out of that folder, and go to the wheels folder. Choose a wheel, rotate it, and put it on every axle (more controls will be at the
bottom of this). Then, go into the controls folder. It looks like a seat. Get a seat (make sure it doesn't say passenger seat), and
put it on your base. Now, spawn it. Congrats! Your first working vehicle. If you want it to look like a car, I'll give you some
controls down below.

Rotating a brick: W A S D Q E. Moving a brick up and down: Shift button and W / S. Rotating a brick very faintly: Shift button
and A D Q E.

To save a vehicle you made, click another button at the top left corner of your screen. This one looks like a door. Make sure
while hovering over it it says something about saving the current vehicle.

Respawning a vehicle: CTRL and C at the same time, or pressing the delete / backspace button. Making a vehicle invincible /
godmoding it: CTRL and G at the same time. Using freecamera: F to go into freecamera mode, W A S D Q E for moving the
camera (including mouse to move camera). Spawning a vehicle in freecamera: Spacebar.

I hope this review was helpful for you!. Good
The art
The music is haunting, reminds me of NEO Scavengers music.

Muh/it depends
Everything is 1 weight & size and you have 150 inventory limit, it's more than enough to be a hauler. On one hand it's unrealistic
but on the other hand, it prevented players from fighting the inventory management system.
Same as crafting, everything is made by two items.
I played middium difficulty, I don't craft much and gone through the game no problem. Thus I find the game is rather easy.
Certain locations have fixed loot chance, so you can get semi decent equipments there consistantly early on.
Everyone is one/two medkits from fully healed and it takes no time.. Not my type. When they say Treadnauts is already
beautiful and polished, they aren't wrong \u2014 this isn't your stereotypical early access game. Controls aren't hard to learn but
can be a bit wonky at times, for instance with how it treats going upside down you can catch yourself accidentally going the
wrong way. Besides that, everything's smooth and responsive. Sound design is on point, and stylistically it catches your eye.
Great game to play w\/ friends.. best game ever
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pros:
1.realistic
2.its awesome
3.its not laggy
4.realism is too awesome. Wow! Such game! Much Chibi!
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